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Abstract Changing trends in backbone transport networks towards dynamic path provi-
sioning and evolving optical technologies have motivated the study of dynamic
routing algorithms in the context of Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)
based networks. Several methods have been proposed for joint optimization of
working and spare capacity in survivable optical networks. These techniques
are centralized and do not scale well as they rely on per-flow information. This
motivates the need for developing a) distributed algorithms with complete infor-
mation, b) source based algorithms with partial information which can be easily
obtained from traffic engineering extensions to routing protocols.
In this paper, we develop dynamic algorithms for source based routing with
partial information. The algorithms are classified based on the path selection
approach used for the primary path. We compare the performance of various
routing algorithms through simulation studies, based on metrics such as the call
blocking probability, average path length of an accepted connections, capac-
ity redundancy, and effective network utilization. Our studies show that dy-
namic routing algorithms perform better than static routing algorithms using
pre-computed paths even when the path selection in static algorithms is based
on optimizing a global network metric. The other interesting observation we
make is that the performance improvement of dynamic routing algorithms using
K pre-computed paths is significant even for small values of K.
Keywords: Optical networks, Dynamic routing, Protection, Restoration, Survivability
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1. Introduction
Network survivability is a serious concern for today’s businesses as they rely
heavily on a reliable and continuously available high speed communications
infrastructure. With millions of wavelength-miles laid out in typical global and
nation wide networks, fiber optic cables are among the most prone to failures.
GTS Trans European Network (formerly Hermes Europe Railtel) estimates an
average of one cable cut every four days on their network [5]. Therefore, it
is imperative to design networks that can quickly and efficiently recover from
failures.
Survivable network architectures based on mesh-based (arbitrary) topolo-
gies offer better capacity efficiency and efficient re-routing around failed links.
This is a result of the route diversity in arbitrary topologies, which is highly
sensitive to the average nodal degree. Several survivability paradigms have
been explored for surviving single link failures in mesh-based networks. They
can be classified based on different criteria: (1) Centralized or Distributed
based on their route computation and execution mechanisms; (2) Path-based
or Link-based depending on the employed re-routing mechanism; (3) Pre-
computed or Real-time based on the nature of the backup path discovery pro-
cedure; and (4) Dedicated or Shared based on the capacity sharing mechanisms
across different connections. A detailed study of these different paradigms can
be found in [4, 14, 17, 20, 23, 24].
As networks transition from SONET based ring architectures to mesh-based
architectures, it is desirable to provide fast protection switching similar to the
50ms recovery time in SONET architecture. The recovery time in SONET is
dictated by the fact that voice calls could be dropped if the recovery times were
any longer. As a result, it is desirable to employ pre-compute paths to facili-
tate fast protection switching in mesh-based architectures followed by dynamic
real-time spare capacity search mechanisms as part of the restoration process,
which typically tends to be longer (order of minutes). It has been shown in
[6] that path-based restoration withstub release1 was found to be the most ca-
pacity efficient approach for mesh-based networks as compared to link-based
re-routing mechanisms.
Capacity among the primary and restoration paths can be dedicated or shared.
The dedicated technique uses 1:1 protection where each primary path has a
corresponding restoration path. In the case of shared restoration, several pri-
maries can share a same backup path as long as the primaries are node and link
disjoint. This scheme is called thebackup multiplexing technique.
Several methods have been proposed for joint working and spare capac-
ity planning in survivable optical networks [4, 6, 7, 12, 17, 18, 20]. These
methods consider a static traffic demand and perform routing and wavelength
assignment (RWA) to optimize network cost assuming different cost models
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and survivability paradigms. The application of these algorithms are restricted
for the network provisioning and offline reconfiguration phases due to their
high computational complexity. For network operation under dynamic traffic
scenarios, the direct use of such methods for online reconfiguration remains
limited to small networks with few tens of wavelengths.
Several heuristics and decomposition techniques [2, 4, 19] are being ex-
plored to significantly reduce the computational complexity of the RWA op-
timization problems. However, these techniques are centralized and require
per-flow information, hence does not scale well with increasing network size.
This motivates the need for developing: (a) distributed algorithms with com-
plete information, and/or (b) source based algorithms with partial information
which can be easily obtained from traffic engineering extensions to routing
protocols.
1.1. Related work
Dynamic routing in wavelength-routed WDM networks has been studied
extensively in the literature and several dynamic routing algorithms have been
proposed [1, 8, 10, 11, 16, 24]. A methodology for dynamic routing of sub-
wavelength traffic in WDM grooming networks is developed in [21]. The effect
of grooming complexity and dispersity routing, where higher capacity requests
are broken into multiple unit capacity requests, are analyzed. These studies
are limited to establishing one connection per request and do not guarantee
restoration paths.
Routing dependable connections under dynamic traffic was studied exten-
sively in [13, 15, 22]. Dynamic routing of restorable bandwidth guaranteed
tunnels is studied in [9]. They study dynamic routing using Integer Linear Pro-
gramming (ILP) formulation under three information scenarios: none, com-
plete, and partial information routing. These approaches do not scale well with
the network size either due to the prohibitively large amount of information that
needs to be maintained or high computational complexity involved in solving
ILP formulations.
In this paper, we develop source-based dynamic routing algorithms to pro-
vide primary and backup paths for connection requests with 100% protection
guarantee under single-link failures with partial information. Section2 intro-
duces the framework for dynamic routing of primary and backup connections
and the proposed routing algorithms. Section 3 discusses the experimental
setup, performance metrics, and performance results of different routing algo-
rithms. Section 4 presents our conclusions and discusses further improvements
based on our observations.
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2. Dynamic Routing with Partial Information
In this section, we present a framework for dynamic routing of primary and
backup connections and propose various routing algorithms. The framework
presented in this section is an extension of the framework presented in [21].
Every link in the network is denoted by alink-state vector. The vector
consists of a set of properties associated with a link, eg. available bandwidth,
primary capacity, backup capacity, hop-length, fiber length etc. Each entity in
the vector is referred to as ametric. Every path from a source to destination has
a path-vectorthat is obtained by combining the link-state vectors of the links
in the path. Note that the link vector is a special case of a path vector when the
path has only one link.
In WDM networks, the metrics can be classified either as path-specific or
wavelength-specific. Path-specific metrics are those metrics that depend only
on the route from a source to destination and are independent of the wavelength
used. One example of path metric is the hop-length. The usage of a wavelength
as a primary or backup on a link is an example of a wavelength-specific metric.
A metric is said to beconcaveif its value in a path vector is the minimum
among the corresponding metrics on the individual links of the path,additive
if its value in a path vector is the sum of the corresponding metrics of the
individual links in the path,multiplicative if its value in a path vector is the
product of the corresponding metrics on individual links. Various dynamic path
selection algorithms can be developed based on the above specified metrics.
Every node in the network is assumed to maintain the global state infor-
mation through a link-state protocol. The information available for each link
(i, j) is the status of each wavelength, set to 1 if used as a primary, 0 if used
as backup, and -1 if available. Note that, although we know if a wavelength is
used as a primary or backup, we still do not know which node pair’s flow is
using the wavelength as a primary, or which flows are sharing the wavelength
for backup.
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is extended to the above link-state vector,
referred to as extended Dijkstra’s shortest path (EDSP) algorithm, and is em-
ployed at every node in the network. The EDSP algorithm uses the link-state
vector as defined above instead of a single metric that is traditionally used. The
EDSP algorithm has two important operations: (1) combining two path vectors
and (2) selecting the best path vector. A path vector is a combination of link
state vectors. The various combine functions are described later in the section.
We will illustrate the path vector combine function using an example shown in
Figure 1.
As defined earlier, associated with each wavelength in a link-state vector
lsvij is a status variable which is set to 1 if used as a primary, 0 if used as
backup, and -1 if available. By examining each lsv, we can determine the total

























a) lsvik = max(lsvij.Status,lsvjk.Status)
b) lsvik = abs(lsvij.Status)+abs(lsvjk.Status)
Figure 1. Combine function for two path vectors.
primary wavelengths by adding all the wavelengths whose status value is 1, the
total backup wavelengths by adding wavelengths whose status value is 0, and
total available wavelengths by adding wavelengths whose status value is -1.
Although a status variable is indexed and maintained for each wavelength in a
link, in the discussions to follow, we use a generic status variable to represent
all wavelengths. If the combine function is the maximum of the status vari-
ables, i.e.,lsvik.Status = max(lsvij .Status, lsvjk.Status). By examining
the combinedlsvik.Status as shown in Figure 1a, the following information
can be obtained. Since we are interested in wavelength continuous paths, any
wavelengthλ whose status in the combined lsv is 1 cannot be used as there
is atleast one link in the corresponding wavelength continuous path whereλ
is being used as a primary wavelength. Anyλ whose status in the combined
lsv is -1 means the wavelength continuous path corresponding toλ is available
on all links on the path. Similarly, anyλ whose status in the combined lsv is
0 means the wavelength continuous path hasλ either being used as a backup
or is available. Therefore, to check if a wavelength continuous path can be
established or not, it is sufficient to check the status of the wavelengths in the
combined path vector.
The second operation of selecting the best path vector from a given set of
path vectors is defined by a specific path selection policy. For example, the
traditional shortest path algorithm selects a path with minimum hop length. To
understand how different combine functions have different effects on the path
selection, and hence the routing algorithm, refer to Figure 1. Let us assume
that we would like to choose a path which has maximum number of backups
(already reserved) available. If we use the combine function in Figure 1a,
we will get paths where, in the worst case only one link along the path has
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the corresponding wavelength being used as backup and on all other links the
wavelength is available. In such a scenario, once the path is selected we need to
reserve capacity on all links where the wavelength was available. On the other
hand, if we assume that the combine function as shown in Figure 1b is used,
i.e.,lsvik.Status = abs(lsvij .Status)+abs(lsvjk.Status). Now in this case,
as can be seen in the figure, anyλ whose status in the combined lsv is 0, means
thatλ is being used as backup on all links on the path. In such a scenario, once
the path is selected, we do not need to make any excess reservations. It is to
be noted here that, we merely use the above illustration to explain the process
of combine and selection, actual decision on whether we can multiplex a given
connection’s backup on to an already reserved backup wavelength will depend
on whether such an assignment will violate the 100% protection guarantee. We
will explain how the algorithms ensure 100% protection guarantee later in the
section.
2.1. Routing algorithms
We first discuss the basis upon which the routing algorithms are developed.
The key is to use the aggregate information in the partial information scenario
to obtain significant gains in network performance. Let us assume that the
primary path for an arriving request has been selected. The maximum number
of primary connections on a link along the path is referred to as theconflict
created upon routing the current primary connection, inclusive of the primary.
For any potential backup path which is disjoint from the primary, it is required
that the path has atleastC wavelengths that are either available or used as
backup. Note that, as explained earlier in the section, this depends on the
kind of combine function used. Now suppose if we cannot findC backup
wavelengths, then assign one wavelength continuous path without any sharing.
It is a fairly simple exercise to see that in both the above cases, 100% protection
guarantee is maintained.
We will illustrate this with an example. Figure 2 shows the snapshot of a
part of the network.
Assume that there are two wavelengthsλ1, λ2 on each link. There are two
primary paths P1 and P2 which use, as part of its route, links 2-3 and 2-1
respectively. Assume that a primary path for the new request between (3,1)
has been selected to be 3-2-1 (Pnew) onλ2. Note that the primary wavelengths
cannot be shared. The maximum conflict created by Pnew isC = 2. Now the
claim is that as long as there areC wavelength-continuous backups assigned
on the selected backup path for this new request, 100% protection guarantee
can be ensured. The other case is to assign one wavelength continuous path on
3-4-1 without any sharing. It is trivial to see that in the latter case, since one
























Figure 2. Snapshot of a part of the network to illustrate protection guarantee.
dedicated wavelength continuous path has been assigned for the new request,
100% guarantee is ensured.
Let us examine the first case of the claim that there areC wavelength-
continuous backup paths assigned. Suppose, if it is not the case then it would
result in the violation of 100% guarantee. To understand this better consider
the example shown in Figure 2. Suppose that we were to assign one wave-
length continuous path on 3-4-1 usingλ1. Here on both 3-4 and 4-1λ1 has
been already reserved as backup for some earlier request(s). Assume that the
backup path for P2 had been assignedλ1 on link 3-4. Suppose of link 1-2
fails, both Pnew and P2 contend for the same wavelengthλ1, thereby violating
100% protection guarantee. Note here that instead ofλ1, if we were to assign
the backup path for the new request on 3-4-1 usingλ2 which is available on
both links, then this becomes a dedicated backup for Pnew and as shown earlier
is a trivial case.
It is clear that in some cases, due to lack of information, more backup wave-
lengths may be reserved than required. In the above example, if P2 were not
using any of links 3-4 or 4-1 for backup, we could have assigned the backup
path for the new request on 3-4-1, sharing the already reserved wavelength
λ1. The inherent assumption here is that the algorithm had ensured protection
guarantee for all earlier requests before the arrival of the new request. This is
the best decision that any routing algorithm can make to provide 100% protec-
tion guarantee given the partial information scenario. So we need to exploit
the excess reservations that may be made in some cases to our advantage by
reusing such links where backup wavelength chunks are already available.
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It is to be noted that, we need to ensureC wavelength continuous paths,
instead of merely checking forC wavelength capacity to be either available or
reserved as backup on all links on the backup path. This is because when the
backup has to be actually assigned for this request, we may not find a com-
mon wavelength that is available on all paths, although the required capacity is
present. Although we provideC possible backup wavelengths for some arriv-
ing requests, we need to switch the connection onto one specific wavelength
when a failure occurs. There are some issues as to the order in which the af-
fected requests pick the backup wavelength to switch to. A wrong assignment
here may result in some requests being blocked. This can be avoided by some
extra processing to ensure that the switch to the backup path is done without
blocking any requests.
The optimality metric for our dynamic algorithm is stated as follows: route
the primary on the shortest path, and try to route backup on links where backup
wavelengths are already reserved by earlier requests, at the same time ensuring
100% protection guarantee. We develop routing algorithms based on our op-
timality definition and all the observations discussed earlier in the paper. All
the algorithms are designed to provide 100% protection guarantee. Each of
the algorithms have a metric for path selection and a wavelength assignment
algorithm. The algorithms are classified based on the path selection approach
used for the primary path, as listed below.
Shortest Cycle (SC):This approach uses fixed alternate path routing. For
path selection, the shortest vertex disjoint cycle which minimizes the sum of
path lengths is chosen. The two vertex disjoint paths are pre-computed using
the algorithm in [3]. The primary is routed on the shortest path and the backup
on the alternate path. Wavelength sharing is allowed on the backup path.
Shortest Path Unconstrained Primary (SPUP):In this approach, the pri-
mary is routed without any constraints on the shortest path. The metric used
for routing the backup path is to maximize the minimum backup capacity
(MAXMINBACKUP) available. This metric attempts to find the a path for
which minimum backup capacity available on the path is maximum. This can
be achieved using the EDSP framework, by using a minimum metric in the
link-state vector combine function for backup capacity, and choosing the max-
imum value when comparing path vectors to update the Dijkstra cost. The
backup is constrained by the fact that the primary has been routed on the short-
est path andC conflicts have been created. Now suppose it is not possible to
find a backup path that can satisfy the conflict, the algorithm tries to accom-
modate the request using the SC approach.
Least Conflict Path Unconstrained Primary (LCPUP):The primary is
routed using the least conflict path, i.e., minimize the maximum conflict cre-
ated on the primary path. This is achieved in the EDSP framework, by using a
maximum metric in the link-state vector combine function for primary capac-
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ity, and choosing the minimum value when comparing path vectors to update
the Dijkstra cost. The backup path as in the SPUP approach is chosen using
the MAXMINBACKUP metric.
K Shortest Paths (KSP):In this approach, K shortest paths are pre-computed
for each node pair. The routing algorithm employs SPUP approach for each of
the K paths, and chooses the one that minimizes some chosen network metric.
Unlike the SPUP approach, if for any pathik on which the primary is assumed
to be routed, if it cannot findC conflict backups, it merely skips and proceeds
with the next shortest path. Some good network metrics include minimizing
the total wavelength miles consumed, or minimizing the maximum link uti-
lization. Since this approach tries to minimize a global network metric, and
has a choice of paths to choose from, it is expected to work the best. We use
this algorithm mainly to draw comparisons to other approaches.
The key aspect in all these algorithms is to exploit the excess reservations
that may be made in some cases to our advantage by reusing the already re-
served backup capacity. We use FirstFit wavelength assignment policy. Pri-
mary paths use FirstFitDescending, by arranging wavelengths in descending
order and picking the first wavelength that is available. Backup paths use
FirstFitAscending, by arranging wavelengths in ascending order and picking
the first wavelength that is available.
Each approach works on different aspects of the optimality definition. For
example SC would try to assign requests on shortest cycle, but may not be
able to perform efficient sharing of backup wavelengths. A metric like SPUP
may gain initially by providing primary on shortest path and share a backup on
some longer path. However, as requests which share wavelengths on the longer
paths leave, it might end up using extra resources. Thus it is clear that each
algorithm tries to arrive at a tradeoff on optimal routing. In the next section,
we will evaluate and compare the performance of these different approaches.
3. Performance Evaluation
The performance of the algorithms described in the previous section are
evaluated on the 14 node 22 link NSFNet network topology, shown in Figure
3. When a request arrives at a node, primary and backup paths are chosen
using the above mentioned routing algorithms. FirstFit wavelength allocation
policy is used for both primary and backup paths, with primary choosing from
wavelengths in descending order, and backup in ascending order.
3.1. Experimental setup
The experimental setup for the simulation is based on the following assump-
tions: (1)The arrival of requests at a node follows a Poisson process with rate
λ and are equally likely to be destined to any other node; (2) The holding time


























Figure 3. 14 node 22 link NSFNet topology.
of the requests follow an exponential distribution with unit mean; (3) The ca-
pacity requirement of a request is restricted to a full wavelength; and (4) Every
link has 32 wavelengths.
The requests are generated independently at a rate ofNλ, whereN denotes
the number of nodes in the network. The requests are equally likely to have
any of theN nodes as its source. The generated requests are fed to the different
networks running in parallel and their performances are measured. A total of
5× 105 requests were generated with performance metrics being measured in
batches of105 requests. The average of the performance metrics over observed
five set of values are reported in the results.
3.2. Performance metrics
The performance metrics measured are the request blocking probability, av-
erage path length of an accepted connection(Z), redundancy, and network uti-
lization (η). Since every request is assigned a primary and a backup path, and
since the network revenue is gained as a result of accepting more primaries,
and the backup capacity is idle until a failure occurs, all the measurements and
performance comparisons are made specific to the primary paths.
The blocking probability is computed as the ratio of the number of blocked
requests to the total number of requests generated.Z is computed as the aver-
age of the length of the primary paths assigned to the accepted requests by a
specific routing algorithm. Redundancy is defined as the ratio of total spare to
working capacity in the network.
Thenetwork utilizationis computed by assigning an effective network ca-
pacity requirement for a request. A requestr for capacityb from sources to
destinationd has an effective capacity requirement ofb × hs, wherehs is the
shortest path length from the source to the destination. This effective capacity
requirement of a request is the minimum capacity that is required in the net-
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work to support the request, irrespective of the routing algorithm. If a routing
algorithm selects a path of lengthh for the connection,b(h − hs) denotes the
additional capacity used by the network to support the connection.
The effective network capacity utilized at an instant of time, denoted byU ,
is defined as the sum of the effective network primary capacity requirement
of all the connections that are active at that instant. The value ofU at any
instant of time is bounded byL × C, whereL is the total number of links in
the network andC is the capacity on each link. The network utilization is then
computed as the ratio of the effective used capacity to the maximum capacity
of the network asη = UL×C .
3.3. Results and discussion
The blocking performance of various routing algorithms versus the total ar-
rival rate of requests for the NSFNet network with 32 wavelengths is shown
in Figure 4. It can be observed that LCPUP performs the best. The SC algo-
rithm performs the worst. Although the SC algorithm allocates the primary on
the shortest path, it does not have much choice on the selection of the backup
path. As a result it is constrained, hence performs poorly. The SPUP algorithm
which fixes the primary to the shortest path but has a choice of selecting the
best backup path, still performs very close to SC. The gain is small, with less
than 2% improvement in blocking performance. This is because both these
algorithms restrict the primary connection to the shortest path. As a result both
these approaches create similar conflict values, and since SPUP has a choice
of selecting the best backup path available, it performs slightly better than SC.
LCPUP which routes the primary on the least conflict path and selects the
backup based on the MAXMINBACKUP metric, performs the best. However,
as the load increases longer calls are blocked and primary paths are restricted
to being close to shortest path lengths, the performance of all the algorithms
converge.
Figure 5 shows the average primary path length of the accepted connec-
tions. The average primary path length of LCPUP algorithm is greater than
those of SC and SPUP. The average primary path lengths of SC and SPUP
are almost the same. The reason they are not exactly the same, although both
route primary on the shortest path. This is because there is a slight difference
in the number of requests admitted by both routing algorithms and the average
is computed for only accepted connections. This trend confirms the fact seen
in Figure 4. Since LCPUP is able to route primary path through least conflict
longer paths, it is able to improve the overall blocking. Average primary path
length of LCPUP is almost 17% greater than those of SC and SPUP.
These trends are similar under the effective network utilization performance
metric as can be seen in Figure 6. Note that although there is significant im-
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Figure 4. Blocking performance of various routing algorithms.
Figure 5. Average primary path length of accepted requests under different routing algo-
rithms.
provement in blocking for LCPUP, the improvement in effective network uti-
lization is only 8%. As explained earlier, the effective capacity requirement
for any request is computed based on the minimum capacity that is required
to support the request (based on shortest path length), irrespective of the rout-
ing algorithm. As a result LCPUP, which routes on a longer paths, consumes
additional capacity than required and hence does not gain much in this metric.
The redundancy, which is a ratio of the total spare to total working capacity
in the network, is plotted for various routing algorithms in Figure 7. The more
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Figure 6. Network utilization under different routing algorithms.
the redundancy the worse the blocking performance, since this capacity can
otherwise be used to accommodate more requests. SC is almost similar to
dedicated protection. This is because although we allow backup wavelength
sharing for SC, the paths are still restricted. As a result it performs the worst
in redundancy and hence worst in blocking performance as seen earlier. SPUP
which is an improvement over SC still performs poorly for the same reasons
stated above. LCPUP has the best redundancy over all. One interesting aspect
to note here is that even for LCPUP, redundancy is still greater than 100%.
Typical path protection algorithms perform very efficiently with almost 50%
redundancy. But they work with complete per-flow information. The routing
algorithms developed in this paper work under the partial information scenario,
and so the performance is expected to be worse when compared to algorithms
which have complete information.
To confirm the trends observed and to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
LCPUP algorithm, we compare these algorithms with KSP routing algorithm.
The results comparing SPUP and LCPUP with KSP routing algorithm for dif-
ferent values of K are shown in Figure 8. In the KSP approach, we minimize
the total wavelength miles. Surprisingly LCPUP still performs the best in terms
of blocking performance, although under heavy loads, KSP with K=10 outper-
forms LCPUP slightly. This is because, under heavy loads longer paths are typ-
ically blocked, and given that path selection has to be made using shorter paths,
KSP, which explores over all possible K paths and chooses based on minimum
wavelength usage, performs better. Thus the dynamic algorithm LCPUP per-
forms better as compared to static algorithms using pre-computed paths, even
when the path selection is based on current network state.
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Figure 7. Redundancy of various routing algorithms.
Figure 8. Blocking performance improvements for KSP routing algorithm.
Note that SPUP is provided with more paths with increasing values of K.
This results in better performance. This effect is seen for values of K as small
as 3 or 5. Although the set of 3 or 5 pre-computed paths might look restric-
tive, it is interesting to note that even for such small values the performance
improvements are fairly significant.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, we develop source based algorithms with partial information
which can be easily obtained from traffic engineering extensions to routing pro-
tocols. The algorithms differ on the path selection approach used for the pri-
mary path. We compare the performance of various routing algorithms through
simulation studies based on metrics such as the call blocking probability, aver-
age path length of an accepted connections, capacity redundancy, and effective
network utilization.
Our studies show that dynamic routing algorithms perform better than static
routing algorithms using pre-computed paths, even when the path selection
in static algorithms is based on current network state. The other interesting
observation we make is that the performance improvement of dynamic routing
algorithms using K pre-computed paths is significant even for small values of
K.
Currently, we are working on an integer programming based formulation for
capacity optimization in the partial information scenario to provide theoretical
basis for the simulation studies carried out in this paper.
Notes
1. Stub release refers to the release of capacity along the surviving upstream and downstream portions
of a failed primary path, and making those links available for the restoration process.
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